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ABSTRACT

The Cooke City, Montana, Porphyry is one of a group of Tertiary
acid porphyritic intrusives which occur on the periphery of the Beartooth Mountains.

The mean K^0(3.3^) and CaO(3-8^) contents of the

least altered samples, along with the paucity of free silica, allow
the classification of the porphyry as a dacite, in contrast to Lovering’s (1929 ) original classification as a monzonite.

The unaltered

porphyry consists of phenocrysts of plagioclase in various stages of
alteration to sericite and biotite and hornblende are partially or
wholly altered to chlorite and sometimes talc.

About 60^ of the rock

consists of a finely crystalline and partially glassy groundmass.

In

thin section the crystalline portion of the groundmass appears to ..be
largely feldspar.

An interesting feature of the rock i^ that it appears

as if the bulk of its potassium is tied up in the glassy portion of the
groundmass and in deuteric sericite.

Alkali feldspar is either absent

or present at less than 1^ in phenocrysts in all thin sections investi
gated.

An X-ray diffraction investigation of the whole rock gave no

detectable K-feldspar (or, approximately < 5^ of the rock).
groundmass must also be largely plagioclase.

Thus, the

The normative K-feldspar

- a minimum for alkali feldspar - is about 20^ based on the K^O
analyses.
Analyses for K^O, CaO, Sr, and Rb were performed by X-ray spectrographic techniques on eight selected samples.

The concentration ranges

are: K^0(2.7-7.9$), CaO(1.4-6.2^), Rb(68-1200ppm), and Sr(220-l^^Oppm).
V

VI

The high K^O is from a rock in which the plagioclase phenocrysts have
almost completely altered to sericite.

The Sr and Rb concentrations of

the least altered rocks closely approximate those of average alkaline
volcanic rocks (Sr II50 ppm, Rb 90 ppm).
their usual lack of geochemical coherence.

Calcium and strontium exhibit
Interestingly, and not

typically, the K/Rb ratios also show a wide range of variation from
37-^70 as compared to a mean of 270 for the average igneous rock.

The

mean for K/Rb ratio for four of the least altered rocks is 310, not
significantly different from the average igneous rock.

High Rb

contents, and low K/Rb ratios, are directly related to the amount of
alteration of the rock to sericite.

This is explained by the striking

preference of micas for Rb over K.
Two stages of crystallization can be seen in the porphyry.

The

first stage is represented by the phenocrysts which formed at high
and temperature.

With intrusion there was a rapid drop of tem

perature and pressure causing the rapid solidification of the remaining
melt resulting in the formation of the groundmass which consists of
plagioclase and glass.
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INTRODUCTION
Present Study

The purpose of the present study is to identifiy the mineralogical,
chemical, and textural character

(and its variation) of an acid

porphyry, here designated as the Cooke City Porphyry, in the New World
Mining District, Montana.

A study of this type yields data of general

and specific petrologic interest and may yield some chemical and
textural variations related to the mineralization in this porphyry,
and possibly other porphyries, A preliminary investigation has been
made of the nature and distribution of alteration in the porphyry.
Location
Cooke City lies in the eastern extent of the Snowy Mountains at
the northeast corner of Yellowstone National Park, 64 miles southwest
of Red Lodge, Montana (Figure l).

The area can be reached via U.S.

Route 212 from Red Lodge and by the northeast entrance to Yellowstone
Park.

The porphyry stock is situated 2 miles north of Cooke City and

can be reached by the Lake Abundance Road and the road to Grasshopper
Glacier.
Topography

Glaciation has carved the area into rugged topography.

Maximum

local relief measured from Soda Butte Creek at Cooke City to the
highest peaks in the area (Henderson and Sheep Mountains) is

1
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approximately 3000 feet.
feet.

In the thesis area itself the relief is I50O

The highest peak in the area is Sheep Mountain at 10,603 feet.
Geologic Setting
The rocks found in the New World District range from

(Archean)

crystalline rock to Quaternary alluvium.

Precambrian

Paleozoic sedi

ments ranging in age from Cambrian to Mississippian have been
identified.

Mesozoic rocks are conspicuously absent.

Tertiary

volcanics lie unconformably on the Precambrian and Paleozoic sediments.
These relations can be observed in exposures in the sides of glacial
valleys.

A generalized stratigraphie section is given in Table 1.

A

more detailed description of the Flathead, Gros Ventre, and Gallatin
Formations is given below to show why they are readily intruded by the
porphyry after it had forced its way through the crystalline Pre
cambrian basement.

Detailed descriptions of the Tertiary volcanics

show the complexity of igneous rocks in the area.

The porphyry of

Fisher and Henderson areas has been correlated on basis of composition
with dated Miocene

rocks that occur elsewhere within this pétrographie

province.
The following are detailed descriptions of Paleozoic rocks taken
from Lovering(1929, p. 23 ).
Flathead Quartzite - This formation consists of glauconitic
sandstone, quartzitic sandstone, sandy shale, and basal conglomerate.
Gros Ventre Formation - The section is about 4^0 feet thick and
consists chiefly of shale and limestone.

The limestone is medium to

4
thin bedded and is not resistant to erosion, except lAere it has been
baked by the intrusive,
Gallatin Formation - The Gallatin Formation consists of two
members.

The lower member is a massive oolitic limestone, and the

upper member consists of thin-bedded limestone and shale, flatpebble conglomerate, and alternating shale beds.

Table 1
General Stratigraphie Section in the Area of
Cooke City, Montana
Slope wash, landslides,
alluvium and glacial deposits
Pyroclastic facies of the
monzonite porphyry and latite:
Stocks, ,sill^ and ’
dikes of '
monzonita porphyry, ^latite, ,
and granité porphyry..
Dikes and sills belonging to
the basic group of the
monzonite family
Stock-like masses of gabbro
containing in places abundant
biotite
Augite and hornblende adesite
breccias, tuffs and basalt flows
Augite and hornblende andésite
breccias, tuffs, and basalt flows
Dark-colored fetid-smelling
cliff-forming dolomite
Interbedded shale, limestone,
and flat-pebble conglomerate
with oolitic lower beds
Interbedded shale, limestone
and flat-pebble conglomerate
Quartzite grading up into
conitic sandstone
Medium-grained pink granite
Mottled gray granite locally
carrying schist inclusions

Quaternary

T
Intrusive
Monzonite
Porphyry
Potassic
Andésite

\

Miocene

Gabbro
Early Basic
Breccia
Early Acid
Breccia
Bighorn
Dolomite
Gallatin
Formation
Gros Ventre
Formation
Flathead
Quartzite
Cooke
Granite
Goose Creek
Granite

;
\
I

Eocene
Ordovician

^
p.

8
Cambrian

8
o

Archean

?
m
C3

/

?

(After Lovering, 1929)

TERTIARY ROCKS IN THE COOKE CITY AREA
The Tertiary period in this area was characterized by intermit
tent volcanic eruptions.

The, first eruptive rocks are the Early Acid

Breccias of Eocene age.

These breccias consist of light-colored horn

blende andésite, latite and dacite fragments of variable size, rudely
stratified and interbedded with andésite flows.

At Republic Mountain,

in the Cooke City area, the Early Acid Breccia is 2000 feet thick, and
150-200 feet thick on Miller Peak located about three miles north of
Republic Mountain (Lovering, 1929, p. 30).

Most of this series of

rocks has been eroded away during the Beartooth uplift (Sevan 1925,
p. 574).
The second period of volcanic activity occured during the Miocene
with the effusion of the Early Basic Breccia (Lovering 1929, p. 30,
Rouse 193^, p. 740).

In the Cooke City area the Early Basic Breccia

has a maximum thickness of 2000 feet and consists of andésite frag
ments, tuffs, and basalt flows (Lovering 1929, p. 29).

Fossil plant

material at the base of these volcanics is of Miocene age (Hague, 1899).
A period of erosion removed most of the Early Basic Breccias before
the second stage of acid breccias was deposited.

Late stage acid

breccias covered the whole region, and were in turn covered by a series
of volcanics consting of breccias, and basalt and andésite flows
(Lovering 1929, pp. 30-31).

The composition of the porphyry appears

to be very similar to the Miocene Ishawooa intrusives in Yellowstone
Park (Lovering, 1929).

Rouse (1934) quotes Read who assigns the age
6

7
range Upper Eocene to Lower Oligocene to Early Basic Breccias based on
paleobotanical evidence.

Read (in Rouse, 193^) states that R.W.

Chaney dates the same flora in the range Eocene to Miocene.

The flora

of the Early Basic Breccia limit the time of intrusion between Eocene
and Miocene.

The porphyry which intrudes the Early Basic Breccia is

then no older than Eocene.

Both the Mill Creek and Cooke City por

phyries which intrude the Early Basic Breccia are then definitely
younger than the porphyries on the north side of the Beartooth
Mountains.
Description of the Cooke City Porphyry
The Cooke City Porphyry is present in the area of Henderson and
Fisher Mountains and in the plateau to the northwest of Fisher Mountain
(Plate 1).

Henderson Mountain consists almost entirely of porphyry,

with some xenoliths of Flathead Quartzite, Gros Ventre and Gallatin
Formations.

At Fisher Mountain the porphyry is best exposed on the

northern slope.

The plateau to the northwest of Fisher Mountain is

composed wholly of porphyry.

No soil profile has formed and the

porphyry crops out at the surface. The porphyry is also present
around the base of Crown Butte. These occurrences of porphyry are in
the form of sills that extend in a continuous belt around the head of
Miller Greek.

These sills appear to be connected and are part of the

same intrusive body.

According to Lovering (1929, pp. 35-36) the

porphyry was formed by several stages of intrusion.

The earliest and

most basic part of the intrusive activity produced sills in the region
of Miller, Henderson, and Sheep Mountains.

Shortly after the sills
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were formed a great body of porphyry invaded the sills and the Paleo-,
zoic sediments to form a stock, though some of this mass intruded
between the sedimentary rock to form sills.

At the time of the stock

like intrusion smaller dikes, sills, and irregular pipe-like masses
intruded the surrounding region.
The whole porphyry mass when viewed from the Clark Fork basin has
the appearance of a thick sill, but is actually laccolithic in shape.
Evidence for this is given by Lovering (1929, p. 36):
"The lower contact of the porphyry with the Precambrian
in the Clark Fork draingage basin is virtually hori
zontal. The Gold Dust adit at the bottom of this basin
is driven into Henderson Mountain for 2000 feet. The
adit is located about I50 feet below the porphyryPrecambrian contact. Six hundred feet from the entrance
a vertical contact of the porphyry is encountered. A
short distance further a breccia is encountered. After
passing through the breccia a fresh monzonite is
present for hundreds of feet ... It seems evident
that the large monzonite mass penetrated by the Gold
Dust tunnel must be considered a portion of the mass
which is in part stock-like and in part has spread
out under the overlying sediments at the contact of
the granite and Paleozoic strata. The mass is aptly
termed a laccolithic stock."
Alteration and metalization is believed to have occured immedi
ately after these intrusions.

The mode of entry of the alterating

solutions is presumed to be along the same path used by the porphyry.
Sampling Procedure
The sampling procedure was planned so as to obtain a uniform
coverage of the lAole rock mass.

This was accomplised by two methods.

The first method vras to use surveyed grid stations spread at ^00 foot
intervals.

These served as sample locations for most of the samples

collected.

Location of stations in areas not surveyed was by pace
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and compass.
The samples collected were of hand specimen size.

It was fre

quently difficult to obtain unweathered and/or unaltered samples.
Weathering within the still lithified rocks aften extends to an inch
or more, and viiere the rocks are extensively fractured it was impos
sible to collect a fresh sample.

In some areas the rock is highly

altered mainly by feldspar to sericite.
General Lithology of the Cooke City Porphyry
Hand Specimen Examination
The intrusive is a leucocratic porphyry with feldspar phenocrysts
averaging 1 cm. in the longest dimension and having a maximum length
of 4 cm.

The feldspars appear to be plagioclase in various stages of

alteration to sericite.

The degree of alteration of the feldspar

phenocrysts varies within very small distances and no general trends
were noted.

The ferromagnesian minerals present are chlorite, biotite,

and an amphibole.

The amphibole is not as abundant as either the

biotite or chlorite.
to chlorite.

The amphibole phenocrysts are frequently altered

The alteration can easily be seen in hand specimen

because of the presence of books of green chlorite.
Quartz phenocrysts occur in most of the samples.

In all the

noted occurrences the quartz grains are round, apparently by resorp
tion of the early formed grains.
in the hand specimens.

No potassium feldspar was identified

Some feldspar phenocrysts are pink, but this

seems to be iron oxide stain rather than a part of the grain itself
(as it is with potassium feldspar).

The groundmass makes up more than

10
half of the rock and is too fine grain to permit megascopic mineral
identification.

The feldspar grains are often twinned and both Albite

and Carlsbad types can be seen.
Pétrographie Description of the Rocks
Pétrographie study confirms the hand specimen identification of
minerals, and yields some additional mineral identifications.

Feld,-

spar, biotite, chlorite, hornblende and quartz make up the phenocrysts.
Some potassium feldspar grains are present, but these are present only
in minor amounts.

A pétrographie determination was made of the com

position of the phenocrysts and nature of their alteration.

Feldspar

phenocrysts are oligoclase mthin the composition range An 10- An 35.
The average composition of the plagioclase as determined by the MichelLevy method on 3^0 grains is An 22.

Very few potassium feldspar

phenocrysts are present (much less than 1^ of total feldspar).
potassium feldspar phenocrysts are not altered or twinned.

The

The 2V

ranges from approximately 10-35° and thus identify the K-feldspar as
sanidine.

Alteration of plagioclase feldspars is of two types, seri

citization and epidotization (the epidote group mineral is piedmontite), with sericite the most common alteration product.
amount of sericitization varies from about 10 to 90^.

The

In the area

abundant sericitization is confined to large fractures which
apparently served as passage ways for hydrothermal alteration agents.
Twinning and zoning are both present in the plagioclase crystals in
varying degrees.

Grains range from zoned and untwinned

to twinned

and unzoned with intermediate stages of partly twinned and zoned

11
also present.
Hornblende and biotite are the two original ferromagnesian
minerals.

Both occur in various stages of alteration to chlorite.

In

many specimens chlorite is the only ferromagnesian mineral present and
it is probably the result of alteration of either biotite or horn
blende.

In hand specimens it can be seen that the chlorite is

pseudomorphous after amphibole or biotite.
Quartz is present in phenocrysts.

All the observed grains are

resorbed as can be seen by the corroded and embayed boundaries of the
crystals.
The groundmass averages 60^ of the rock.

It is very fine grained

and a clear identification based on such optical properties as the
interference figure is not readily possible.

Identifications were

based on birefrigence, alteration, relief, and pleochroism.

The

groundmass appears to consist mostly of plagioclase feldspar (ident
ified by sericitization), glass, and quartz.

From X-ray diffraction

results it is quite certain that potassium feldspar makes up only a
very small amount of the whole rock (less than 5^)» and therefore is
not present in any significant amount in the groundmass.
Apatite is a fairly common accessory mineral.

Rutile needles can

be seen in the mafic minerals.
Alteration Products

Alteration of the porphyry minerals is present throughout the
intrusive in varying degrees of intensity.

The most extensive alter

ation is located along large fracture zones hundreds of feet in length

13
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Figure 2, Sample M-28: phenocrysts mostly plagioclase, some resorbed
quartz grains present, note potassium feldspar in lower left hand
comer showing no twinning and zoning. (Polarized light, lOx)

Figure 3. Sample H-22; phenocrysts mostly plagioclase and chlorite.
Note alteration of plagioclase from outer margin. (Polarized light,
lOx)

Figure 4. Sample J-26: shows resorbed quartz grains, twinned and
zoned plagioclase, biotite altering to chlorite. Note alteration
( ^ 31^ sericite) of plagioclase phenocrysts starting at outer margin
of grains. Both Albite and Carlsbad twinning can be seen. (Polar
ized light, xlO)

Figure 5* Sample 2-06: note the corrosion of plagioclase phenocrysts.
This is the most altered (86JÈ sericite) and weathered rock in.the area,
(Polarized light, xlO)
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and an average width of ^0-100 feet.
clase to sericite.

The main alteration is plagio

Chlorite, talc and magnetite form from the ferro

magnesian minerals.

Calcite is sometimes an abundant alteration

product of both plagioclase and ferromagnesian minerals.
Talc is a common alteration product of magnesium rich minerals
(Ford 1957 » p. 678 ) and was identified as an alteration product of
biotite on the basis of crystal morphology (hexagonal shape),
birefringence, and optic properties.

Magnetite is present as small

grains associated x-jith chlorite and has formed as an alteration product
of biotite and/or chlorite.

Pyrite is common over the whole area and

is associated x-jith areas of hydrothermal alteration and contact
metamorphism.

Epidote group minerals such as piedmontite are altera

tion products of plagioclase feldspar.

They are present in small

amounts and are limited in extent.
Potassium Feldspars
Potassium feldspar is only very sparsely present in the porphyry
intrusive.

Lovering (1929) identified the porphyry as a monzonite

with parts being latite and granite porphyry.

In lithologie descrip

tions Lovering notes the presence of orthoclase feldspar in amounts up
to

15^

of the rock.

descriptions.

The present writer does not agree with the earlier

Potassium feldspar is absent in the phenocrysts in most

of the thin sections stu
per cent of the rock.

ed, and when present makes up less than one

Identification of potassium feldspar was

attempted by staining the sections with sodium cobaltinitrate, X-ray
diffraction, and optical methods (for description of methods see

15
Appendix).

The stain test is not very satisfactory due to the presence

of sericite and glass in the rock, both of xdiich react to this test.
The stain test.diows that less than one per cent of the crystalline
rock is potassium feldspar.

Observation in thin sections permits the

identification of potassium feldspar.

These phenocrysts are untwinned,

unaltered (even in highly sericitized rocks), with a low 2V (10-35^)
and a negative sign.
To verify the optical data of the paucity of potassium feldspar
an X-ray technique described by Tuttle and Bowen (1958, pp. 11-13) was
used on whole rock samples to; (1) determine the amount of potassium
feldspar in solid solution with the plagioclase, and (2) to determine
the presence of any discrete potassium feldspar.

As is usual, the

plagioclase contains about five per cent potassium feldspar in solid
solution (see Table 2).

More important, no discrete potassium

feldspar was detected,

Table 2.
Potassium Feldspar in Solid Solution with
Plagioclase Feldspar
No.

Sample

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

U-4
XX-2
H-22
S-28
W-16
Z-06
J-26
X-6

Mole

$ K-feldspar
5
5
5
5
5
wm —

5
5

moj 3 ^ Plagioclase
95
95
95
95
95
«

95
95
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The detection limit of the technique is on the order of five per cent
potassium feldspar.

Thus this is the maximum amount of potassium

feldspar that can be present in the total rock.

This amount is con

siderably lower than the potassium feldspar contents reported by
Lovering (1929).

Sample Z-06 shows the absence of both potassium

feldspar and plagioclase because the sample is highly altered to
sericite and very little of the original minerals is present.

VARIATIONS IN CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Ei^t samples were selected for partial chemical analysis.
elements determined are K2O, CaO, Rb, and Sr«
techniques see the Appendix.

The

For the analytical

The determinations and sample numbers

are listed in Tabled, below.

Table 3Concentrations of CaO, K 0, Sr and Rb
in Selected Specimens of the ^Cooke City Porphyry
Sample
unaltered

XX-2
U-4
J-26
S-28

mean
altered

W-16
H-22
X -6
Z-06

i

CaO

^ K^O

Sr(ppm)

5.3
3.4
1.4
4.9

3.1
2.8
4.7
2.7

90
82
122
68

3.7

3.3

4.8
6.2
3.1
1 .7

4,6
3.0
3.2
7.9

90.5

80
210
710
1200

Rb (ppm)
1230
910
1000
1450
1167.5
380
810
860
220

Calcium and Potassium Content
The least altered rocks are the first four listed in Table 3
above.

The mean K^O and CaO content for these rocks is listed in

Table 4 along with the K^O and CaO contents of dacites and monzonites
reported in Clark (1924)
17
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Table 4
Mean K^O and CaO from the Cooke City Porphyry
as Compared vrith Dacites and Monzonites

Oxide

K2O
CaO

Cooke City
Porphyry
average of 4
analyses
3.3

range
(Z.7-4.7)

3.7

(1.4-3.3)

Monzonite and
Latite
average of 4
analyses

Dacite and
Diorite
average of 6
analyses

4.5

range
(4.2 -5 .0 )

2.7

range
(2 .0 -3 .4 )

3.1

(2.6-4.1)

3 .8

(2 .0 -6 .7 )

Lovering (1929) classified the Cooke City Porphyry as monzonite with
latite and graniti^ phases.

As can be seen from Table 4 the K2O and

CaO contents are closer to dacite than monzonite and the Cooke City
Porphyry should be so classified.
A very interesting feature of the rock is the virtually complete
absence of alkali feldspar as pointed out in the previous section.

An

estimation of the minimum amount of normative alkali feldspar can be
made by combining the proper amounts of Al2Û^ and Si02 with the mean
K^O content.

The mean K O content of the unaltered porphyry is 3,3^

which corresponds to about 20^ normative potassium feldspar.

Because

this would be combined with sodium feldspar, the normative alkali
feldspar would be considerably greater than 20^.
the potassium is tied up in some other form.

Therefore, most of

An estimate maximum of

5^ of the potassium is tied up in the plagioclase.
In the least altered rocks most of the potassium appears to be
present in the glassy portion of the groundmass.

During thin section
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staining it was observed that the groundmass reacted to the stain,
■whereas the phenocrysts did not.

Under high power with the pétro

graphie microscope it can be seen that only the isotropic (glassy)
portions of the groundmass are stained.

The crystalline portion of

the groundmass is probably plagioclase, and this observation corre
lates with the X-ray results.
In the highly altered rocks much of the potassium is present in
sericite.

The highest K^O content (7.9^) is from a rock (Z-06) in

lAich virtually all the feldspar has been sericitized (86^).
Strontium and Rubidium Variation
As can be seen from Table 3 both the strontium and rubidium
contents of the porphyry are quite variable.

The mean Sr and Rb

contents for the least altered rocks (Sample No. XX-2, U-4, J-26, S-28)
are shoi-in in Table 5 and are compared with alkaline volcanic rocks and

Table 5
Comparison of Sr and Rb Contents of Unaltered
Cooke City Porphyry with Alkaline Volcanics and Granites

Rock Type

Sr
(ppm)

Rb
(ppm)

Cooke City Porphyry

1150

90

Andesitic alkaline Volcanic Rocks^

1670

78

410

170

Granites

2

^ockolds and Allen (195^)
^urekian and Kulp (195^)
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granites.

The Cooke City Porphyry compares well with the high Sr and

low Rb content of alkaline volcanic rocks.
Table 6 presents the Sr and Rb contents, Ca/Sr and K/Rb ratios
and percentage of alteration to sericite for all the rocks excluding
W-.I6 , which is quite different from the rest in both its major and
trace element concentrations.

Table 6
Strontium and Rubidium Concentrations,
Ca/Sr and K/Rb Ratios, and Amount of Sericitization
of the Cooke City Porphyry

Sample
XX-2
J-26
S-28
H-22
X -6
Z-06

Sr(ppm)

Rb(ppm)

Ca/Sr

K/Rb

alteration
to seri

1230
910
1000
1450
810
860
220

90
82
122
68
210
710
1200

31
26
14
24
56
36
77

290
290
320
330
120
37
55

10
12
13
17
31
46
86

The Sr and Rb contents of the least altered ( < 20^) rocks will
be examined first.

Strontium shows its usual lack of geochemical

coherance x-dth calcium, as can be seen by the variability in the Ca/Sr
ratios.

The K/Rb ratios of the slightly altered rocks are more

constant and their mean value of 310 is not significantly different
from the value of 270 reported by Horstman (195?) for the average
igneous rock.
With an increase in alteration of plagioclase to sericite the Sr
and Rb contents of the porphyry change quite significantly from their
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concentrations in the unaltered rock.

This is to be expected as seri

citization removes alkaline earths and replaces them with alkalies
Figure 6 is a plot of Rb against per cent sericitization, showing the
close control of the Rb content by alteration.

The dependence of the

Sr content on alteration is shown in Figure 7 where Sr is plotted
against per cent sericitization.
Several other things of interest may be pointed out.

The K con

tent of the rocks is not as directly related to the amount of seri
citization as is Rb.

Actually, only in the most highly sericitized

rock (Z-06) is the K content noticeably higher than in the unaltered
rocks.

Also, the K/Rb ratios in the altered rocks are strikingly

lower than the values in the unaltered rocks.

Both these phenomena

are related and can be accounted for in the same manner.
tion is mainly plagioclase going to sericite.

The altera

Both K and Rb can serve

as interlayer cations in mica structures but as can be seen in Table 7
the mica structure has a striking preference for Rb over K.

Table 7

is a compilation of K and Rb contents and K/Rb ratios of a large

Table 7
Potassium and Rubidium Contents,
and K/Rb Ratios of Micas and Feldspars

Mineral

# analyses

mean
K($)

mean
Rb(ppm)

K-feldspar
Biotite and Muscovite

21
48

9.2
6.5

290
950

(Hurley et ^

mean
K/Rb
320
68

1957, 1958)
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n

O

vO

W0

f— I

per cent sericite

Figure 6. Rubidium against per cent sericite shox^ing increase of
mbidium "with increase in sericitization.
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O

to
per cent sericite
Figure
Strontium against sericite showing decrease of strontium
v/ith increase in sericite.
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number of alkali feldspars and micas, some of them coexisting.

Note

that the mean K/Rb ratio for the K-feldspar is close to the mean ratio
reported for the igneous rocks.

This is to be expected because feld

spars contain the bulk of K and'Rb in rocks.

The Rb content of the

mica however is much higher, the K content lower, and the K/Rb ratio
consequently much lower.

The range of the K/Rb in the most highly

sericitized Cooke City Porphyry samples is close to that for micas in
Table 7.
The nature of the lattice position in micas leads to the preference
of Rb over K.

These ions are present in the interlayer positions in

the layer silicates, sites which are surrounded by six oxygens each in
an ideally hexagonal arrangement.
Si^O^O tetrahedral layers.

The o:cygens are part of the adjacent

In 2M muscovite the potassium is accommo

dated in this position by rotation of the tetrahedra to collapse on
the potassium three oxygens from each set of six giving it six-fold
coordination, with the other six oxygens displaced away (Radoslovich,
i960 ).

This rotation causes a bending of the tetrahedral Si-0 away

from the ideal 120^. In 2M muscovite the mean short K-0 bond lengths
reported by Radoslovich (I96O) is 2.80&, corresponding to the sum of
the K**"^ and 0'^ ionic radii of 1.42&+1.40%. = 2.822 (ionic radii from
Green, 1959).

The mean of the longer bond lengths is 3«37&.

The

average amount of rotation of the tetrahedra is 13^ away from the ideal
hexagonal arrangement.

In the ideal hexagonal arrangement the distance

from the center of symmetry to the center of the surrounding oxygens
is the mean of the short (2.8o2) and long (3 .37&) K-0 bond lengths.
This value is 3.0^2.

The sum of the ionic radii of Rb"^! and 0"^ is
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1,60A (12 fold coordination) plus 1.40A, giving 3.00^ - very close to
the bond length sum required for an undistorted hexagonal net in the
tetrahedral layer of micas.

This situation is energetically favorable

(by removing the energy necessary to bend the Si-0 bonds) and thus Rb
is favored over K.

MINERAL DISTRIBUTION
Mineral distribution of the phenocryst minerals in the porphyry
is plotted to check the variation with relation to the location in the
intrusive.

The plots in Figureè 9 to 13 are:

1.

per cent phenocrysts in the rock

2.

per cent chlorite in the phenocrysts

3.

per cent biotite in the phenocrysts

4.

ratio of plagioclase to total mafics (biotite, hornblende,
chlorite)

5.

strontium and rubidium variation for the total rock

Contouring of the values shows definite trends with respect to
the spacial distribution of the various minerals and elements. To inter
pret the contours it should be remembered that the porphyry forms two
mountains and has a general shape of an elliptical dome.

The

values

at the outer margins are also present lower in the intrusive, and
those near the center are also high up in the intrusive.
Distribution of Phenocrysts
The plot of the distribution of the phenocrysts in the intrusive
shows that they are more concentrated at the outer margins, and there
fore also low in the mass.
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Per Cent Biotite and Chlorite
The distribution of biotite and chlorite was plotted on separate
diagrams for convenience of contouring.

In comparing the values it is

seen that the distributions overlap. The high concentrations of
biotite and chlorite are towards the center and high in the intrusive.
The concentration of these two minerals is highest at the northwest
end of Henderson Mountain.
Overlap of the biotite and chlorite is to be expected because
much of the chlorite is an alteration product of biotite.
Plagioclase/Mafic ratio in Phenocrysts
Mafics (biotite, amphibole, chlorite) are most abundant at the
northwest end of Henderson Mountain, with the amount of plagioclase
increasing away from this area.
west end of the area studied.

The highest ratios are at the north
Increase for the values of the

plagioclase/mafic ratio show the decrease of mafics in relation to
plagioclase.
Strontium-Rubidium Variation
Plot of the strontium and rubidium values shows that strontium
increases with increase in total plagioclase phenocrysts (disregarding
highly altered rocks) and is in the plagioclase structure.

The

strontium values increase radially away from the northwest end of
Henderson Mountain.

As shown before, the rubidium distribution is

related to the amount of sericitization.
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Interpretation of Phenocryst Distribution
The Cooke City porphyry mass has been described as a laccolithic
stock with the feeder pipe at the northwest end of Henderson Mountain.
Evidence for this is found in the presence of breccia of Cambrian
sediment in the matrix of igneous rocks.

These fragments are up to a

hundred feet long and thirty feet thick (width not observed).

Breccia

of this type has been used by Parsons (1958, p. 41) and others as
evidence of the presence of volcanic vents in the region surrounding
the Cooke City Porphyry.
From the knowledge of the location of the feeder pipe the varia
tion of plagioclase phenocrysts and mifics is apparent.
increase of phenocrysts away from the vent.
distance from the vent.

There is an

The mafics decrease with

These relations can be seen on the plot of

plagioclase/mafic s in Figure 10,
A vertical distribution of phenocryst minerals is also apparent
in Figure 9.

There is an abundance of phenocrysts low in the

intrusive with the mafics concentrated at the top.
From Figure 10 it is obvious that plagioclase phenocrysts are
concentrated along the outer margin and low in the intrusive.

The

mafic concentration is near the center and high in the intrusive.

A

possible explanation for this is that plagioclase phenocrysts were
first to form at the top of the magma chamber and only few mafic
minerals crystallizing. The formation of biotite and hornblende may
have been more active after the initial intrusion.

With the intrusion,

the plagioclase phenocrysts would be brought up with the magma.

After
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the magma passed through the crystalline Precambrian rocks it spread
out into the sedimentary Paleozoic rocks carrying plagioclase pheno
crysts out along with it.

With continuing intrusion the magma forced

its way up higher through the first formed porphyry.

These later

stages vrould have a higher mafic content and would concentrate the
biotite and hornblende high in the intrusive and towards the center.
In this way the early formed plagioclase phenocrysts are located at
the periphery and the mafics near the center of the intrusive.

The

phenocryst mineral distribution seems to substantiate this explanation.
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CRYSTALLIZATION OF THE PORPHYRY
The Cooke City Porphyry is an igneous rock that intrudes and
metamorphoses the surrounding Paleozoic sedimentary rocks.
two distinct phases of crystallization.

There are

During the formation of the

phenocrysts, or early stage, cooling took place slowly producing larg
sodie plagioclase phenocrysts, lesser amounts of biotite and horn
blende, a small amount of quartz, and a very small amount of sanidine
The second stage of crystallization, more rapid than the first, gave
rise to the finely crystalline and glassy groundmass.

Presumably the

phenocrysts are pre-intrusion and the groundmass post-intrusion.
Initial Crystallization
The feldspar portion of the phenocryst mineralogy can be des
cribed and explained, at least semi-quantitatively, in terms of the
system An- Ab-Or (Turner and Verhoogen, I96O; Tuttle and Bowen, 1958;
Yoder, 1957).

This explanation can only be tentative because:

(1 ) The system Ab-An-Or is only partially worked out and therefore
the lines of liquid descent along the liquidus can only be approxi
mated,

Also, the positions of the subsolvus phase boundaries are onl;

approximately know and; (2) the composition of the porphyry lies
outside of the experimental system in that MgO, FeO, and Fe^O^ are
present and there is SiO^ in excess of that necessary for feldspar in
the form of quartz.

Despite these limitations, some factors of

interest can be seen by applying the available compositional and
36
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mineralogical data of the porphyry to the system Ab-An-Or,
The normative An and Or in the original magma can be calculated
by combining the proper amounts of A1 0^ and SiO to the mean CaO and
2
2
K^O contents based on the averages from the least altered rocks. The
3,8^ CaO is equivalent to 18^ An and the 3*3^ K^O to 19?^ Or.

The

NagO content of the magma is taken as 4.0^ from averages of similar
rocks reported in Clark (1924).
34^ Ab.

This amount of Na£0 is equivalent to

Thus, the total normative feldspar is ?1^.

In order to fit

this composition into the Ab-An-Or system it is necessary to normalize
the total feldspar to 100^.

This then gives An^^Ab^Or^^ as the

normalized composition.
Figure 16 is the composition triangle An-Ab-Or on which are
plotted the approximate solvus and the cotectic line for plagioclase
and alkali feldspar at high and low

«
^2U,

The fields are as follows:

(1) the hatched fields are liquid compositions vjhich, under equili
brium conditions, crystallize only one feldspar:

(2) the blank

fields are compositions which crystallize to form two feldspars
(plagioclase and alkali feldspar).

For compositions in the larger

field above the cotectic line plagioclase is the first to crystallize;
for the smaller area below the cotectic alkali feldspar is the first
to crystallize.
Also included in Figure 16 is a point (a ) representing the norma
tive feldspar composition of the Cooke City Porphyry magma as calcu
lated above.

Note that this point falls well within the two feldspar

field in which plagioclase is the first to crystallize.

This point is

connected by a tie line (the broken line) to the most calcic
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plagioclase composition An^^Ab(^QOr^(point C) determined in the cores of
of the plagioclase crystals present in the porphyry.
of the liquid line

of

desceht

The best estimate

(from. Turner and VerhoogSn, I960,

Figure ll^ is shown moving away from the original composition to the
cotectic line at Point B, where the composition is An^QAbj^Or^^^
During this period of crystallization no alkali feldspar should form.
When the cotectic line is reached potassic alkali feldspar should
begin to form.

The phenocryst mineralogy indicates that this stage was

reached because a few sanidine phenocrysts are present in the rock.
The composition at Point B (An^^QAb^Or^^) is connected by a tie line
to the average phenocryst composition (An^^b^gOr^) present in the
porphyry at Point D.

Both tie lines are consistent with the rela

tively sparse data knoxm for the system An-Ab-Or (of. Turner and
Verhoogsn, i960 , pp. 110-116).
An additional calculation can be made that lends confidence to,
and is internally consistent with, the description of the pre
intrusion stage given above.

An estimate can be made of the remaining

liquid idien a melt of the original composition of the porphyry magma
reaches the cotectic line.
removed from the melt.

Very little potassium (Or component) is

Therefore, crystallization of the melt

d

amounted mainly to the concentration^Or at the expense of Ab and An.
The original liquid composition included 26^ Or at Point A and the
final liquid 46^ Or at Point B.

Thus, the amount of concentration of

Or amounts to the ratio 46/26 = 1.8.

This concentration factor amounts

to about 55^ of the melt (IOO/I.8 ) remaining.

The amount of

liquid left over, equal to the amount of groundmass in the final solid,
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is 55^.
porphyry.

This, then, is the predicted amount of groundmass in the
The average groundmass content of the 32 thin sections of

the Cooke City Porphyry is 57/^.

Obviously the very close agreement of

these two numbers is fortuitous in the light of the limitations noted
above, but the agreement lends support to the petrology of the
porphyry as so far outlined.

Intrusion, Phenocryst Resorption, and H^O Content
All quartz phenocrysts present in the porphyry show the marked
resorption effects of rounded and embayed crystals.

None of the

plagioclase phenocrysts are resorbed, though a few show textures that
look like resorption of the core xdiich makes up only a very small
portion of the crystal.

These cores are completely overgrown by

additional plagioclase.

This infrequent texture obviously originated

early in the history of the pre-intrusion crystallization.
Selective resorption of quartz during the intrusive stage is most
simply explained by assuming that the magma was saturated with water
at the time of intrusion.

Under such conditions

reasoning behind this statement is as follows.

~

0

Figure 14 is the

system Ab-Or-Q projected on the anhydrous base.

Points

and

are

the eutectics between feldspar and quartz that are joined by a
cotectic line that has a minimum at the point marked A.

The position

of the cotectic line, the phase boundary between feldspar and quartz,
is shown at P

p, = 5 K- bars and 0,5 K-bars,

The important aspect of

this diagram is that the cotectic line shifts significantly with
changes in water pressure,

A decrease in water pressure, as would
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SiO,
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Qr

(From Tuttle and Bowen, 1958)

Figure 14. Effect of water-vapor pressure in the isobaric minimum in
system NaAlSi^Og- KALSi^0 g-Si02 -H20
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occur during intrusion, shifts the phase boundary toward the SiO2 apex,
thereby increasing the feldspar field at the ei^pense of quartz.

A

liquid composition on the quartz-feld spar cotectic, such as was the
Cooke City Porphyry magma before intrusion, at P^ Q = .5 K- bars would
be outside the field of quartz, but within the field of feldspar if
the Trjater pressure decreased. This would allow the resorption of
quartz but not feldspar.
In contrast, the phase boundary in a water undersaturated melt
does not shift significantly vjith pressure.

The liquidus surface

decreases in temperature with decreasing pressure in a water under
saturated melt.

In contrast in a saturated melt the liquidus surface

increases in temperature with decrease of pressure.

Figure 15 shows

the liquidus temperature as a function of pressure in a saturated and
unsaturated melt of granitic composition.

A decrease in pressure in a

melt containing 2^ H2O does not give rise to a significant shift in
the feldspar-quartz phase boundary, but does result in a lowering of
the temperature of the liquidus surface.

This process would cause

resorption of both feldspar and quartz, a situation not present in the
Cooke City Porphyry.

Thus it can be concluded that the porphyry most

probably existed as an H^O saturated melt.
Post-Intrusive Crystallization

The finely crystalline and glassy groundmass of the porphyry
indicates that the decrease in P

and reduction of temperature

2
caused rapid solidification of the melt folloiJing intrusion.

Although

this phase of crystallization took place under non-equilibrium
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Figure 15. Pressure-temperature projection of the solidus for granite
minimum for the system NaAlSi^Og-KAlSi^Og-SiOg-H^O
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conditions, the phase diagram for the system An-Ab-4Dr (Figure 16) is
useful for explaining the mineralogy of the groundmass, which consists
mainly of fine-grained plagioclase, and glass.
One of the most interesting features of the porphyry is the fact
that before hydrothermal alteration the bulk of the potassium was tied
up in the glassy portion of the groundmass even though the liquid com
position had reached the plagioclase-alkali feldspar cotectic before
intrusion.

The probable explanation for the failure of, alkali feld

spar to crystallize in the groundmass can be seen in Figure 16, which
shows the shift of the cotectic line with lowering of pressure.

The

remaining melt had apparently reached a composition close to B on the
high Py Q cotectic line E-j^-E2 . Line
cotectic line at low Py

q

shows the position of the

Liquid B is thus no longer in the stabil

ity field of alkali feldspar at low P„

n^O.

The possible result of the

rapid solidifcation under these conditions is that plagioclase
crystallized to form the bulk of the groundmass and the potassium,
instead of forming a crystalline phase, went into a silicate glass.
It is proposed that the shift in the cotectic is the reason for the
presence of a plagioclase and glass groundmass in the porphyry.
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Figure 16. Qualitative diagram illustrating crystallization of feldspars.
Approximate original composition is A. Composition of zoned phenocrysts
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CONTACT METAMORPHISM
Contact metamorphism of the sedimentary rocks is best observed in
the xenoliths of the Flathead, Gros Ventre, and Gallatin Formations,
Based on field observation, the Gros Ventre is most strongly affected
by metamorphism.

The following minerals are formed by contact meta

morphism of the impure shaly limestone of the Gros Ventre Formation;
epidote, chlorite, and some garnet.
phosed to marble.

The limestone bands are metamor

The change from crystalline marble to limestone can

be observed id.thin approximately 25 feet of the contact.

In all cases

observed the oolitic member of the Gallatin is only very slightly
affected by contact metamorphism with no contact minerals formed.

The

Flathead Quartzite is indurated by the contact metamorphism, probably
by introduction of quartz and/or partial fusion of the existing
minerals in the rock.
Metallization of the xenoliths has occurred in some areas of
contact metamorphism.

Some of these contact deposits have been mined

for copper, gold and silver.

Galena and sphalerite were observed in

areas where limestone was subject to contact metamorphism.
abundant sulfide, however, is pyrite.

The most

It is present by itself and in

areas affected by hydrothermal alteration associated with other metallic
minerals in areas of the economic deposits.
sparse and scattered.

The metallized areas are

No general statement can be made as to the

relation of metallization to the porphyry other than it is observed in
the contact rocks.
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PORPHYRY INTRUSIONS IN THE BEARTOOTH MOUNTAINS
Porphyry intrusions similar to the one at Cooke"City ere-present ^
in other parts of the Beartooth Mountains.

It should be noted that

all occur at the periphery of the plateau.

Rouse et al (1937) describe

several porphyry intrusives that outcrop along the northern plateau
margin, while J. T. Wilson (1936) describes some on the southwestern
edge in the Mill Creek area.

In all the cases noted the porphyry

intruded the Cambrain rocks at or near the Cambrian-PreCambrian bound
ary.

The intruded beds are Flathead Quartzite, Gros Ventre, and in

some cases the Gallatin Formation.

All the porphyry intrusives are

either laccolithic domes or sills.

One main difference between the

poiphyries is apparently the time of intrusion.

Those on the northern

edge of the Beartoo'üis are described as Upper Cretaceous and intruded
before the faulting that formed the Beartooth Plateau.

Wilson (1936)

dates the porphyry in the Mill Creek area as Oligocene and possibly
Miocene,

The Miocene is also the given time of the intrusion of the

porphyry at Cooke City (Levering, 1929).
The porphyry intrusions in the Mill Creek area as described by
Wilson (1936 ) came up along faults and intruded the sedimentary rocks.
This is somewhat different from the manner in which other porphyries
intruded.

In the Cooke City area there is no evidence for a fault or

faults which served as a passageway for the porphyry.

Lovering (1929)

describes the porphyry as a stock which assumed a laccolithic shape
with continuing, intrusion.

Rouse et al (1937) stated that the
4-6
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porphyries along the northern edge of the Beartootks are pre-Laraniide
and not associated with faulting.
The difference in age of the porphyries should be more closely
examined.

The Upper Cretaceous date of the porphyries from the

northern edge of the Beartooth Mountains appears to be valid because
the intruded porphyry bodies are cut by faults associated with the
Laramide orogeny.

Fragments of the porphyry are found in Wasatch

(Eocene) beds in the Big Horn Basin, and most important, the porphyry
intrusions have in places deformed Upper Cretaceous sediments.
The porphyry at Cooke City is dated as Miocene on two bases:
1.

Chemical correlation xjith other volcanics in Yellowstone Park

that have been dated on plant fossils.
2.

Intrusion of porphyry dikes into the Early Basic Breccias

which have been dated as Miocene on plant fossils
Wilson (1936 , p. 73 ) dates the porphyries at Mill Creek near the
west end of the Beartooth Mountains as Oligocene, and possibly Miocene.
The porphyries at Mill Creek and Cooke City are probably closely
related in time.

The given times of intrusion are different but both

are dated by similar paleobotanic evidence as Miocene and Oligocene.
Dating of the Early Basic Breccia as noted by Rouse (1937, p. 1271) is
not certain.

CONCLUSION
The Cooke City Porphyry is a dacite vAiich in places has been
subjected to extensive hydrothermal alteration.

The pre-alteration

minera'logy of the phenocrysts \jsls plagioclase, biotite, quartz
hornblende and sanidine listed in order of decreasing abundance.
Approximately 50^ of the magma was crystallized slowly under high
P

This was the formation of the phenocrysts.

The phenocryst

mineralogy indicate that alkali feldspar had just begun to crystallize
at the time of intrusion.

This stage of crystallization was followed

by intrusion giving rise to the resorbtion of quartz but not plagio
clase indicating a H^O saturated melt.

The drop in Py ^ and drop in

temperature caused rapid solidification of the remaining melt, result
ing in a groundmass consisting of plagioclase and glass.
Hydrothermal alteration resulted in extensive minéralogie changes
in the porphyry.

Much of the biotite and hornblende has been altered

to chlorite and in part to talc and calcite.

The plagioclase shows a

gradation from unaltered to virtually complete alteration to sericite
or sericite plus calcite.

The areas of extensive alteration are con

fined to large fractures in the porphyry.
There is a considerable variation in Ca, K, Sr, and Rb in the
porphyry.

In addition, the Ca/Sr and K/Rb ratios are also quite

variable.

The variable Ca/Sr ratio is typical of the lack of geochem

ical coherence of Ca and Sr, but the K/Rb ratio is unusual.

Most of

the variation in the concentrations of these elements can be attributed
48
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to the amount of alteration of the rock to sericite.
of the sericite structure for Rb over K explains the
variable K/Rb ratios.

The preference
atypically

APPENDICIES

APPENDIX I
X-ray Analysis
Sample Preparation
Samples selected for element analysis were ground to a fine
power with a porcelain mortar and pestle.

One milliliter of standard

lOOOppm As^O^ was then added to two grams of the power.
As(500 ppm) as an internal standard.

This gives

Further grinding was necessary

to obtain a homogeneous mixture of the sample and standard.

Pellets

of the powder were made by using a hydraulic press.
X-ray Fluorescence Analyses
A North American Philips X-ray fluorescence apparatus with
tungsten tube was used for Sr, Rb* Ca, and K analysis.

Data was

recorded on a continuously recording goniometer recorder.
Sr and Rb analysis were performed with a scintillation counter and
LiF analysing crystal.

The Sr and Rb content of the samples was

determined by use of prepared standard curves.

For these analyses the

apparatus settings were:
KV
50
MA
35
Amp Gain
20
HV
750
Recording rate
PHA
Window

l°/min.
SR
Rb
28
28
.25
,25

AS
37
.25

For Ca and K analysis the same samples used for Sr and Rb were used.
A Flow Proportional counter and Gypsum analysing crystal was required
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for elements of low atomic number.

The Ca and K content of the rocks

was detenuined by comparing peak highs with those of Syenite Standard
#1.

Apparatus settings were the following:
KV
35
MA
30
HV
1500
Amp Gain
10
Recording rate
PHA
1
Window out

1^/min.

X-ray Diffraction
A North American Philips diffraction unit with Ni filtered Cu
radiation was used in determination of K-feldspar and mole
plagioclase.

The method used was that described by Tuttle and Bowen

(1958 , pp. II-I3 ) in which the difference between
and

Or in the

quartz is measured to determine mole ^ Or.

feldspar
Potassium

feldspar when present will show up as a separate peak near the quartz
peak.

Samples used for the element analysis were used for these

analysis.
Apparatus settings:
KV
40
MA
18
HV
1600 Q
Recording rate 1 /min. and l/4 /min.

APPENDIX II
Determination of Amount of Sericitization
The amount of feldspar to sericite alteration was determined bypoint counting the plagioclase phenocrysts.

This was accomplished by

traversing the slide as in regular point counting but here only the
phenocrysts and their alteration was counted.

A total of 400 counts

on phenocrysts per slide gave a good approximation of the amount of
sericitization.
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APPENDIX III
Staining of Potassium, Feldspars
The sodium cobaltinitrate procedure for staining potassium feld
spar was used.

The thin sections were cleaned with acetone after the

cover glass was removed.

This removed Canada Balsam from the rock

surface which otherwise would prevent the reaction between the rock
surface and reagents.

After the slide was cleaned the rock surface

was exposed to HF fumes for two minutes and then placed in a sodium
cobaltinitrate solution for four minutes.

Excess sodium cobaltini

trate was removed from the slide with tap water.
proved satisfactory for staining the K-feldspar.
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This procedure

APPENDIX IV

Modal Analyses of the Cooke City Porphyry
Sample

wl6

XX-2

Z-06

X -17

PP23

F-11

U-9

Biotite

————

.4

————

————

1.4

2.4

.4

Chlorite

8.3

3.0

————

6.0

1.8

7.6

20.4

Plagioclase

36.62

47.1

10.5

40.2

37.4

31.4

11.0

K-feldspar

—

—

-——

———

————

————

---

1.2

1.0

5.8

1.4

.4

— ——

Hornblende

————

————

----

---

————

———“

.2

Epidote

————

---—

————

---

---

.8

————

Talc

————

————

——-

.6

2.2

—— —

Sericite

10.2

2.2

19.0

3.5

.2

———“

.2

1.0

2.2

1 5 .4

.2

1.2

1.4

.8

53.4

43.6

78.8

49.8

55.8

58.2

42.2

Quartz

Ore
Groundmass

1.2

—

—
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Sample

Z-10

H-11

H-22

M -25

S-28

P-28

M-28

Biotite

———

————

---

————

————

2.4

————

Chlorite

13.8

1 2.3

8.6

————

.2

————

————

Plagioclase

34.0

34.0

28.0

36.8

23.2

44.8

36.2

K-feldspar

-- —

————

---

tr.

---

— —

tr.

Quartz

———

.6

1.2

1.2

1.0

— ——

1.2

Hornblende

————

~—

———_

----

---

————

Epidote

— —

———

"———

---

---

---

————

Talc

-- —

1.8

———

----

7 .1

1.4

1.4

Sericite

.2

1.6

5.2

23.8

---

3.8

2.6

Ore

.2

.4

2.8

.4

.2

52.2

53.4

59.2

61.8

Groundmass

72.8

1 .8

52.8

.6
61.2
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ScLmple

X-14

X-6

U-4

Y -20

V-16

———**•

2 .4

2.2

6.5

8.0

13.0

K-16

H-14

---

Biotite

9.4

——-

1.4

Chlorite

8.2

3.4

3.2

Plagioclase

15.2

37.4

29.4

34.2

31.5

39.6

1 5.4

K-feldspar

—

—

————

-- -

—

————

————

————

Quartz

5.0

4.4

.2

2.8

.6

Hornblende

1.4

—— —

————

-- —

————

-—W#

2.8

4.4

---

————

2.6

5.8

6.2

6.1

————

————

.2

Epidote

—

————

7.4

—

p
.o

Talc
Sericite

2.6

40.6

.4

Ore

1.0

.8

1.2

1 .8

2 .4

62.4

54.8

65.6

57.2

62.2

Groundmass

1.6

51.2

65.0
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Sample

1-15

XX-1

U-8

T-51/2

W-10

Biotite

---

.6

7.4

6.2

2.8

————

2.4

Chlorite

21.8

1.2

1.0

---

17.0

—— ——

16.5

Plagioclase

21.0

30.4

34.0

38.8

24.2

36.0

19.9

K-feldspar

— — ——

— —— —

tr.

— —

————

--——

---

5.2

2.6

1.8

----

1.6

1 .3

— — ——

1.0

— — ——

————

— — ——

— —— —

.2

Quartz
Hornblende

———

Epidote

----

——— —

2.0:
——— —
----

Z-21

L
R
Sl',o

IcLX^

Sericite

4.0

1.4

5.6

Ore

3.6

6.2

.4

.4

71.0

58.8

55.6

53.2

Groundmass

1-9

—

5.4

.4

2.0

1.2

1.2

54.8

65.6

59.2

M

M M

M
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Sample

J-26

Z-01

Biotite

————

.8

Chlorite

11.7

7.8

.2

13.0

Plagioclase

28.2

36.1

14.8

32.0

K-feldspar

————

————

---

————

Quartz

12.5

.2

.2

.6

Hornblende

————

1.0

---

————

1.0

————

————

————

————

---

5.4

————
1.8

Epidote
Talc

PP-25

Y-13

——

---

Sericite

.4

————

6.8

Ore

.6

.2

.4

48.4

50.8

68.2

Groundmass

49.8
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